
  

An inhuman hand almost the size of her leg grips her harder, sinking its bony, slimy 

fingers into her flesh. Looking up, the faint light of the surface grows darker and darker, drifting 

her closer and closer into darkness. Panicking, she frails her legs around in an attempt to swim 

up while moving her arms up and around her to try releasing herself from this monster’s wrath. 

Although she can very much die from whatever this is, she has to stay reasonable. Conserve air, 

don’t exhale. As it gets darker, the monsters slimy surface produces a light. A slight white light 

coming from the inside, it shows this monster for what it truly is: a blob of flesh only relatively 

the shape of some fish and about the size of Emmalyn, a large fin on the back of what should be 

its tail, gills on either side of it and one large bloodshot eye, staring right at her, showing no 

mercy for what it just did to her.  

            Despite what she told herself, she can’t keep the air in for much longer. For a millisecond 

of relief, she exhales, immediately regretting it afterward. “I’m done. I’m gonna die here. This is 

how I go,” she thinks to herself. Although the human body can technically hold on without 

oxygen for five minutes, she isn’t lasting longer than thirty seconds. Her head feels lightheaded 

and her vision gets fuzzy, just as the monster grabbing her down notices her limited reaction 

movements. It reaches it abnormally long, skeletal arm and with its nails the strength of steel, it 

slashes the sides of her ribcage. Burning in pain, the cuts go deeper and deeper in her flesh, 

releasing just enough blood to intrude Emmalyn’s foggy vision, filling what was a void of white 

to one of crimson red. The fatally deep cuts begin to show mercy, miraculously healing 

themselves and easing the pain. The cuts don’t heal into scar tissue however, they heal into 

external lungs to help her breathe underwater: gills. Emmalyn takes a deep breath of relief, just 

as her vision clears up and realizes a crucial detail: this thing doesn’t want her dead. Whatever 

it’s doing to her by pulling her down this hole of abyss, it has a reason.  

            After what seems like ages, the hole of darkness shows a spark of light at the bottom. The 

monster’s glow isn’t as emphasized once Emmalyn sees dozens upon dozens of monsters just 

like it, glowing the same. The spark of light grows, exposing her to a body of underground water 

much larger than that tunnel. The blobs of light cluster around a structure made of what seems to 

be hardened sand, reminding Emmalyn of an underground ruin. The structure has three openings, 

one at the top with the brightest of the light coming from it, one in the middle surrounded by the 

monsters, as if they’re guarding something, and one at the bottom, with some of the monsters 

inside, but they aren’t glowing like the rest. As Emmalyn is dragged closer and closer to the 

structure, she wonders to herself, “Was all of this made by the monsters themselves?” This body 

of water must be an abandoned reservoir, taking the same fate as the abandoned auction that lies 

above it, so the only reasonable conclusion is that the settlement was handmade. “How did these 

things get here in the first place?” 

            Her wonder transforms back into fear as soon as the monster drags her closer and closer 

to the blinding light of the upper opening. The uncertainty of what lies there builds up the 

emotion, bringing her into a mix of panic and hysterics as she resists harder with all her 

remaining strength. These last efforts prove worthless as the monster pulling her takes her to the 

first opening of the structure successfully, throwing her into the cavity. Her face scrunches in 

pain as the webbed hand finally releases itself off of her, marking her with bruises all over. She 



collapses to her knees and hunches over herself to try to mask the pain. As her guard is down, a 

similar webbed hand grabs the top of her head and pulls her up just enough to force her to see it, 

clutching on to her short brown hair. What lies in front of her now is a monster similar to the one 

that dragged her down to this reservoir, but much, much larger. The bright glow that Emmalyn 

saw from outside the structure came from the creature itself, it’s skin. Although its much larger 

than the rest of the creatures, this one has sharp, long spikes protruding from its bulbous body. 

The bloodshot eye stares right into her, with enough power to pierce into her soul. With its other 

hand, it grabs Emmalyn’s face and presses its bony fingers against her temples. As more and 

more pressure presses against the sensitive pressure point, her vision fogs up again, but what she 

sees is a shade of red violet. A similar shade to blood. Grabbing the foreign hand, she tries to pry 

it off herself, screaming in terror. The webbed hand takes itself off her face, as if responding to 

her cries. She quickly looks side to side, but the red violet imagery takes a couple seconds to fade 

off.  

            As the color begins to fade, some of it refuses to leave, no matter how many times she 

tries rubbing her eyes. Around her is a completely new landscape in transparency, in colors of 

red and purple. Images in purple are various plants completely foreign to her, unusually tall and 

lean stems what bear one and only one fruit at its tip, the riper the fruit the more bent the stem is. 

Vegetation in red is unlike any plant she’s seen, including the ones in the violet hologramlike 

illusions.  Varying from short grasses that appear to be made of barbed wire to thick trees with 

slightly flaming bark, she holds out her hand to touch one out of curiosity, despite the dangerous 

looks. To both her relief and disappointment, her hand went right through what she saw. “Why 

can I see them but not touch them?” she thinks aloud. “What are they?” 

            She almost forgot about the bioluminescent monster floating right in front of her. She’s 

quickly reminded once her thin arms are grabbed by each of the monsters webbed hands, her 

arms looking like twigs in comparison. She gasps and tries pulling herself away from its hold, 

but soon realizes the last time she tried this she wasted her breath. The creature pulls her 

forward, but much gentler than its smaller identical, scaring Emmalyn almost as much as when 

she was yanked under. It lets go of one of her arms as it grabs a spike from the top of its body, 

releasing a vomit green, clumpy, slimy goo from where it was pulled. Grossed out, Emmalyn 

looks away and grimaces, a move she’ll soon regret. Using the spike it yanked from itself, the 

creature presses the tip on Emmalyn’s forearm, pressing harder and deeper while slicing her 

forearm open as easy as cutting paper with a boxcutter. Feeling the slicing of arteries, tendons, 

and blood vessels, Emmalyn’s head circles around to face the injury screaming in agony. Her 

once pale Caucasian skin is now being fogged by a cloud of red: blood. The entity repeats the cut 

on her other arm, causing Emmalyn to cry instead of scream. The monster holds the spike that 

was once onto its body and snaps it in half. It holds one half in one of its hands, and crushes it to 

a fine powder. Grabbing Emmalyn’s dangerously deep cut arm, it shoves the spike dust into the 

cut and squeezes the edges of the cut together, trapping the powder inside the cut. Entry of a 

foreign substance in the cut causes her to cry out even more, grimacing at the excruciating pain. 

As the creature does the same routine to the other cut on her forearm, it grabs her arms ever so 

gently and puts its webbed hands over the slits, squeezing her forearms. One last grimace is 

portrayed as the monster releases its hands from Emmalyn’s arms, revealing the cuts sealed up 

and already in the healing process. She looks at what it did to her and notices that the cut incision 



is a dark brown, almost black color, healing so quickly its visible. The cut begins to scab, and as 

the scab is being peeled off by the skin underneath, the scar tissue is the same color as the cut 

incision was, leaving a jagged dark line down the centers of her forearms. Almost seconds after 

the cut is completely healed her slender hands begin growing an unnatural tumor from the 

insides of her fingers. A flab of skin grows from the bottom of her fingers up to the top, 

connecting them with a new skin growth, making them webbed. Wide eyed with terror, she 

quickly averts her vision to her other hand to check if the same phenomenon occurred to it. The 

feeling associated with the growth of her new webbed hands reciprocates onto her ears. A feeling 

of extension and stretching becomes visual on three different parts on both her ears, the top, 

middle and bottom of the earlobe. As these appendages grow, the skin stretches into a similar 

webbed pattern as the ones on her hands. She lightly taps her ears with the palm of her hand to 

feel the change. Looking over herself in tears hidden by the water, she realizes the second part to 

the crucial detail she realized earlier: the smaller version of this monster wanted to keep her alive 

for this. Whatever it did to her, this was why it kept her alive by slicing gills into her ribcage. 

She became what she was taught to bias against and humiliate by her entire community: a 

mutant.  

            The monster swishes its hand around Emmalyn to catch her attention, and taps the side of 

its “head” where human ears would be. It gently holds her wrist and swims slowly out of the 

little room they’re in to the middle opening of the structure where the smaller creatures guard it, 

pulling Emmalyn along with it. The smaller creatures move in sight of the larger one, and she 

gets a good view of what’s inside: random junk piled from the floor to the roof, varying from a 

notebook and pen to a broken cell phone. A common occurrence within the clutter is that the 

sizes of them are small, able to easily be handheld. Moving closer to the pile, she realizes a blue 

violet reflection on each object, both confusing her and intriguing her. The large monster moves 

away from the clutter and into a more clean and organized section of the room, where instead of 

a large pile there are smaller ones categorized by if the objects work in pairs. The monster 

reaches down to the sandy floor and picks up two earrings, each with a die dangling from a 

chain. The creature swims back toward Emmalyn and holds its large hand out at her, with the 

earrings in its palm, as if giving them to her. She cautiously abides, taking the earrings from the 

creature’s slimy hands. She holds the earrings by the top and examines them closely, seeing the 

same blue violet shine on the rest of the hoarded clutter. She looks up at the monster and puts 

them on, waiting for an undetermined fate that she feels is near. The monster gently grabs her 

wrist once more and takes her outside the structure and returning to the top opening of it, leaving 

Emmalyn there floating in the water.  

Questions race a marathon in her mind. What do the blue violet shines mean? Do the 

earrings have a functional purpose? Why were they gifted to her? Why did the monsters choose 

her out of everyone they could have possibly chosen to mutate? What does the mutation mean 

for life at home? All of these thoughts speed along in her mind as she takes advantage of this 

time alone and swims her way to the tunnel. Swimming through the tunnel, light slowly absents 

itself, revealing a detail of her mutation the light covered: her scars glow. Although only slightly 

and not as much as the monster counterparts that caused them, the long scars on her forearms 

indeed produce a light able to be seen in darkness. She pauses her voyage to look at her 

forearms, both mesmerized and confused. She swims back up through the tunnel, where the 



surface of her lake is visible. She goes up and up, reaching for the ledge. As she grabs it, she 

pulls herself up and out of the little lake she once called comfort, now labeled as trauma. She sits 

at the ledge and hunches over crying, her tears infecting the waters. 

 


